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Gender 
non-binary
Gender identity is the gender a 
person identifies with.

In many cultures, gender identity is 
considered a binary system, where the 
two values are man and woman. 

Non-binary people are those whose 
gender identity is neither one nor the 
other. 

Non-binary people come in many 

What the heck is

shapes and forms,  gender expressions

sexual orientations.and

Gender expression includes a 
person's behavior, mannerisms, 
interests, and appearance that are 
associated with gender in a particular 
cultural context - this is a social 
construct.

Sex is affected by anatomy, hormones 
and chromosomes - most people don’t 
get to do DNA or hormone tests to see if 
they match their anatomy, but there are 
about as many intersex people as there 
are red haired people in the world.

Sexual and romantic orientation 
have to do with who a person is 
attracted to.

How do I refer to 
non-binary people?

It’s easy in those languages! 
What about Portuguese?

You just found out Sam is non binary (or ENBY) and now you 
want to make them feel comfortable and welcomed, so you 
want to start using gender-neutral pronouns. Which one 
should you use?

Here’s a cheat sheet for grammatically correct gender-neutral 
pronouns in several languages! And if you slip up with a he 
or she now and then, no worries, just correct yourself and 
move on. No need to make it a big thing!

They / Them

Term

“Hen”

“huma” ( امـــه  ) and 
“intuma” ( امتــــنا  )

“iel”, a mix of “il” 
and “elle” (binary 
pronouns)

“Elle”

“_” and “*” 

“.” In nouns and 
verbs to signify 
fluidity

English

Language

Swedish

Arabic

French

Spanish

German

Hebrew

This gender-neutral term was added into the Associated 
Press Stylebook in 2017. But The Oxford English 
Dictionary traces singular they back to 1375, where it 
appears in the medieval romance William and the 
Werewolf. 

Fun-fact!

This term was used in a children’s book in 2012, which 
helped it’s popularity.

These terms are used for nouns and verbs and don’t imply 
a specific gender 

Other options some people use are “.”, they add the dot 
at the end of the word for gender inclusiveness

Since Spanish is another binary language with masculine 
and feminine endings, users often use “@” or “x” at the 
end of words to notate gender neutral expression 

One might write, "liebe Nachbar_innen/NachbarInnen/
Nachbar*innen," which are all gender-neutral, instead of 
"Nachbarn" (male) and "Nachbarinnen" (female). 

One might write, "liebe Nachbar_innen/NachbarInnen/
Nachbar*innen," which are all gender-neutral, instead of 
"Nachbarn" (male) and "Nachbarinnen" (female). 

I (Tari) prefer to use what I call the Alentejo accent 
(replacing -a and -o by -e, and masculine -e by -i), 
but there are a few alternatives (just be careful of 
those that don’t translate to spoken Portuguese like 
using -@ or -x, because those will malfunction with 
text-to-speech software):

ilu

ele/a(s) ilu(s) elu(s)

dele/a(s)

nele/a(s)

aquele/a(s) aquilu(s) aquelu(s)

el(s)

aquel(s)

ile(s)

aquele(s)

ili(s)

aqueli(s)

éle(s)

aquéle(s)

eli(s) elaæ(s)

aquila(s) aquelæ(s)

elu el ile ili éle eli elae (reads 

as elè)

dilu(s) delu(s) del(s) dile(s) dili(s) déle(s) deli(s) delæ(s)

nilu(s) nelu(s) nel(s) nile(s) nili(s) néle(s) neli(s) nelæ(s)

In Portuguese, ele and ela come from the latin 
words ille (singular masculine) and illa (singular 
feminine), so elu and ilu come from illud (singular 
neutral).


